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Environmental Clinic Wins
Military Toxics Lawsuit
by Frederick K. Schoenbrodt, II*
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Pictured above is the Aberdeen Proving Ground. Firing ranges at the
base have lodged 20 million pieces ofexploded ordnance in the rivers
which lead to the Chesapeake Bay.
Maryland's Environmental Law Clinic has won an important
victory in its efforts to speed the cleanup of toxic contamination
generated by the military. In May 1995, EPA and the Clinic signed
a consent decree requiring the agency to issue rules defining when
spent munitions are subject to federal hazardous waste regulations.
The decree successfully resolves a lawsuit filed by the Clinic in
December on behalf of the Tides Foundation, which funds the
Military Toxics Project, a national network ofcitizens who live near
military sites. The Clinic represents the network as a result of its
earlier work for the AberdeenProving Grounds Superfund Citizens1
Coalition, organized to monitor the cleanup ofone ofthe largest and
most polluted military bases in the country.
The lawsuit was particularly significant because more than two
million acres of land in the U.S. are currently designated as firing
range impact areas by the DepartmentofDefense, Whenever a fired
munitionlands, it poses two very serious threats to human health and
the environment. First, upon explosion of a live shell or during the
slow deterioration of a "dud" shell (UXO), a fired shell disperses its
toxic constituents into the environment. This dispersion creates the
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long-term risk of toxic contamination of the soil,
groundwater, and[surface water. Second, the pres
ence of an unexploded "dud" in the environment
creates an additional acute risk ofexplosion. This
second risk is especially serious, considering the
volume ofordnance that lands off-installation and
the risk ofUXO contamination at Formerly Used
Defense Sites owiied by non-military federal
agencies and private parties. Environmental risks
fromUXOwillincrease asthe current trend towards
transfer of military lands to non-military uses
increases public access.
In response to this problem, Congress enacted
section 3004(y) ofthe Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). This section required the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to pro
mulgate a rule defining when military munitions
become "hazardous waste" subject to environ
mental regulation. Congress required EPA to
propose this rule by April 6, 1993. However,
becauseEPAhad notproposed this rule* the Clinic
filed suit against EPA in December 1994 in the
Federal District Court for the District of Colum
bia.
On May 26,1995, after months ofnegotiations
and three court appearances, the Environmental
Law Clinic and EPA signed a judicially enforce
able consent decree. In the consent decree, EPA
agreed to propose the rule by October 31,1995 and
promulgate a final rule by October31,1996. EPA
also agreed to provide a letter promising to grant
the Tides Foundation continued public participa
tion in the substantive rulemaking effort.
As a result of the successful conclusion of its
lawsuit, the Clinic will receive from the govern
ment an award of attorneys fees of more than
$12,500. While the terms of the settlement are
favorable, the Clinic will carefully monitorEPA's
progress in meeting the new deadlines. It will
continue to represent the interests of the Military
Toxics Project during the drafting oftheproposed
rule.
*FredSchoenbrodt, a 1995 graduate ofthe University
of Maryland School of Law, was the lead student
attorneyfor the military munitions rulemaking litiga
tion. In the Fall, he will be attendingInfantry Officer's
Basic Training Course at Fort Benning, Georgia.
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Environmental Federalism Featured at
1995 Environmental Symposium
by Kenneth O'Reilly*
Tom Ward, of Ward, Kershaw andMinton, center,
enjoys lunch with students (from left to right) Mike
Carlson, Rich Facciolo, andMatt Gilman
Persistent questions involving the proper role of
federal, state, and local government in implementing
and influencing national policy have gained renewed
currency lately on Capital Hill as well as in the
Supreme Court and the White House, On April 7,
important aspects of those questions were aired in
Baltimore when the University of Maryland School
ofLawhosted the annual Ward, Kershaw andMinton
Environmental Symposium. Focusing on environ
mental federalism, the Symposium brought together
several prominent legal scholars and practitioners
from around the country who discussed emerging
issues in environmental regulation as seen through
the lens offederal-state relations. Many ofthe speak
ers prepared articles that will be published in an
upcoming issue oftiltMarylandLawReview, which
will be available later this summer.
AdamBabich,Editor-in-ChiefoftheEnvironmental
Law Reporter, began the discussion with an exami
nation of federalism issues surrounding hazardous
waste control. After addressing the historical basis
for federalism, Babich set forth five elements neces
sary for a successful program of co-operative feder
alism in the regulation of hazardous waste under the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
and Superfund: (1) state implementation; (2) clear
standards; (3) state autonomy; (4) federal policing of
the process; and (5) application of the same rules to
public and private entities. Babich reported mixed
results from current programs but ended optimisti
cally by suggesting that new tools provided by Con
gress - requiring compliance by both state and fed
eral government — are evidence of the success of
federalism in the hazardous waste arena.
Next, Professor John Dwyer of Boalt Hall School
of Law at the University of California at Berkeley,
provided perspectives on the importance of the po
litical, rather than legal, dynamics that inform fed
eralism in the implementation of the Clean Air Act
(CAA). Asserting that there is virtuallynothing leftof
the judicial doctrine of federalism, Prof. Dwyer ex
amined the importance of political resistance from
the states as the federal governmenthas shaped policy
relating to land use and transportation controls, as
well as inspection and maintenance of motor ve
hicles. He concluded that, while the constitutional
significance of "states' rights'* is essentially a dead
letter, the states will continue to be significant players
in environmental policy because of practical limita
tions on the federal administration of national pro
grams, theneed forlocal expertisedueto the immense
geographical diversity of the country, and the need
for political consensus at the "retail level," that is, the
level where the controversy and expense ofenviron
mental regulation is felt most acutely.
Professor David Hodas ofthe Widener University
School of Law presented his observations on the
triangular nature of the enforcement structure of the
Clean Water Act (CWA) under which the federal
government, the states, and citizen groups all play
distinct roles. Prof. Hodas explained that most ofthe
implementation and enforcement of the CWA has
beendelegated to the states.These states mustengage
in a significant degree of economic competition for
mobile capital and economic development. As a
result of this competition, many states have been
extraordinarily lax in enforcing the CWA in an effort
to create a more business-friendly economic climate.
cont.onpage4
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Because of limitations on the ability of the federal
government to "overfije" cases in these states, Prof.
Hodas concluded that vigorous citizen participation -
- frustrated by legal developments arid state obstruc
tionism— is necessary to restore acceptable levels of
enforcement of the CWA.
Melinda Kassen, former counsel to the U.S. House
of Representatives Armed Services Committee arid
now in private practice in Colorado, spoke next. She
provided her evaluation Of congressional attempts to
force federal facilities to domply with environmental
laws. Kassenexplainedthatthe penalty provisions in
the Federal Facility Compliance Act fail to provide
effective incentives to promote environmental com
pliance. First, the worst polluters, the Department of
Energy(DOE) andthe DepartmentofDefense (DOD),
have large overall budgets compared to the relatively
small penalties imposed. And second, the nature of
the budgeting process of these departments discour
ages compliance: fines are simply subtracted from the
budgets of coinpliance divisioris rather than those
divisions that do the polluting.
Professor Oliver Houckof the Tulane University
School ofLaw next outlined the dangers ofdelegating
the wetlands permitting program of the CWA to the
states. Prof. Houckexplained thatwetlands, whichare
a finite resource servingvital envirbnmental functions,
are routinely undervalued in the process ofeconomic
developmentandplanning. Becauseofaesthetic factors
and limited recreational value, wetiands are politically
vulnerable to planners and are often targeted for
development by industrial and real estate interests.
Prof. Houckargued that, as aresultOfthis vulnerability,
significant safeguards for wetlands protection must
accompany any proposals for state control over is
suance of development permits.
Erik Olson, Senior Attorney for the Natural Re
sources Defense Council, recounted the poor record
of state implementation of the Safe Drinking Water
Act (SDWA). Noting that illness from unsafe drink
ing water is still widespread, Olson explained that the
success of the federalist approach to safe drinking
water ended shortly after 49 states took on imple
mentation ofthe SDWA. Manystates have been slow
in adopting standards for drinking water, and the
record forcompliance is not anybetter. Olsonobserved
that threats by the Environmental Protectiori Agency
to withdraw program approvals have been unsuccess
ful, due in part, to strong lobbying by state water
utilities. Olson concluded by explaining that the tra
ditional rationales for state control - local expertise
and state autonomy - were unconvincing when com
pared to the need for a baseline of federal protection
of drinking water.
Professor A. Dan Tarlock of the Chicago-Kent
College ofLaw spoke about federalism conflicts that
arise in attempts to promote biodiversity. Despite the
federalEndangered Species Act, Prof. Tarlockargued
that biodiversity is difficult to achieve under a federal
program for three principal reasons: firsts federal
intrusions on state sovereignty terid to promote con
flict rather than cooperation; second, uniform na
tional standards are not possible in an area that is
habitat-drivenand iiiierenflylocal; andthird, standards
forlanduse andwaterrights are traditionally regulated
by the states. Prof. Tarlock concluded that a different
conception of federalism is required for an effective
biodiversity-promotion program.
Cliona Kimber takes a break to relax during the
symposium
Professor Cliona Kimberofthe Law Faculty at the
University of Ajberdeen, Scotland provided her ob
servations on the differences in environmental fed
eralism between the European Union and the United
States. Prof. Kimbef cautioned that it is important to
remember the economic rationale for the European
Union when considering the success of environ
ed. 6npage5
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mental protection efforts. Both in the areas of
legislative competencies and enforcement capacity,
the United States has a much better developed envi
ronmentalprotectionprogr^
Union. Forexample, intheUmted States, theauthority
to promulgate and enforce regulatory standards is
relatively clear. In contrast, the European Union
makes use ofdirectives that must be implemented by
the member states. When those directives are not
followed, enforcement is slow, sporadic, and uncer
tain. Prof. Kimber believes that the successes and
failures of the United States provide a valuable em
pirical resource from which to draw lessons for the
emerging programs of environmental protection in
the European Union.
ProfessorJames KrieroftheUniversityofMichigan ,
LawSchool proposed a reconsideration ofthe nature
of uniform national standards when promulgating
environmental regulations. Prof. Kriersuggested that
uniform federal emission standards be replaced by
federal standards of uniform costs and benefits. Us
ing an economic rationality model, Prof. Krier as
serted that some areas ofthe country are too clean and
others are too polluted, noting that environmental
standards are already non-uniform across the
country because of missed deadlines and varying
levels of enforcement. Prof. Krier concluded that
uniform standards should be defined differently from
the way they are defined today, possibly by provid
ing uniform economic burdens on the state$ or
Afferent timetables for compliance.
Professor Peter Menell of Boalt Hall questioned
the wisdom ofproposals fora national uniform stan
dard for environmental marketing. Noting that the
general public and even experts in the field disagree
on what characteristics pfproducts make them "envi
ronmentally friendly/- Prof. Menell proposed an
economic model for green marketing that would use
costs as an indicator of environmental performance.
Such a model would incorporate cost assessments of
the sites where products are used and disposed to
evaluate whether a product is environmentally de
sirable.Underthisproposal, uniform federal standards
would be inappropriate and unwieldy.
souri-Columbia School ofLaw was the final speaker.
Analyzing state statutes that limit state environmen
tal regulatory standards to the floors established by
federal regulation, Prof. Organ discovered several
patterns in legislative drafting that resulted in uncer
tainties as to theirscope. These state"ceiling statutes"
are often unclear with respect to the regulation of
particular industrial sources, particular pollutants,
and the significance of ambient standards. Prof. Or
gan proposed model language that would take ac
count of these variables and, if implemented, would
reduce much of the uncertainty and litigation asso
ciated with state ceiling statutes.
*Kenneth O'Reilly, a 1995graduate ofthe University
ofMaryland Law School, will be serving as a law
clerk for Judge Catherine C. Blake, US. District
Courtfor Maryland.
Professor Jerome Organ of the University of Mis-
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JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
LAWYER SUSAN SCHNEIDER
JOINS PROGRAMAS
VISITINQ PROFESSOR
The Environmental Law Program will welcome
SusanSchneideras avisiting professorduringthe fall
semester 1995. Ms. Schneider is a senior attorney
with the Environmental Enforcement Section of the
U.S.DepaitmentofJusti(£'sE
Resources Division. An honors graduate of Brown
University and Georgetown's National Law Center,
Ms. Schneider will teach in the Environmental Law
Clinic. She brings to the clinic broad litigation
experience acquired during eleven years handling
environmental cases for the Justice Department and
six years as an attorney with the federal Public
Defender Service in the District of Columbia.
ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATOR PROMOTED
In recognition ofthe importantrole she has played
in the development of the Environmental Program,
program administratorLaura Mrozek has received a
long overdue promotion. Laura has been a vital part
of the Environmental Program since its inception in
1987. Beginning as a secretary forProfessorPercival
and the Environmental Clinic, Laura has assumed an
expanding range of responsibilities during the eight
years she has been with the program. Students and
faculty alike have particularly high praise for her
efforts, which have included the development of an
environmental job database, organizing program ac
tivities, including the annual environmental sympo
sium, editing this newsletter, and serving as the key
contact person for law students, adjunct faculty and
environmental alums. Congratulations, Laura, on a
well-deserved promotioa
WETLANDS COURSE TO
During the fall semester 1995, the Environmental
Program will inaugurate a hew course on Wetlands
Law and Policy, The course will be taughtbyThomas
Grasso, an attorney with the Chesapeake Bay Foun
dation who is an expert on wetlands law* The course
will focus on how law is being used to protect these
vital yet rapidly diminishing natural resources, with
particular emphasis on Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act. Students in the seiminar will take field
trips to wetlands and they will meet with scientists
and other professionals to consider the practical im
plications of government policies to protect wetland
areas; Each student will prepare an independent
research paper that critically evaluates government
wetlands programs.
1996 ENVIRONMENTAL
SYMPOSIUM TO EXAMINE
INTERFACE BETWEEN
SCIENCE AND
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
The 1996 Ward, Kershaw and Minton Environ
mental Symposium will explore a host ofchallenging
issues that arise at the interface between science and
environmental law. These issues include: what envi
ronmental lawyers need'to know about science, stan
dards for admission of expert testimony in environ
mental cases, and the debate overtheconsequences of
humanexposure to environmental contaminants. The
symposium, which will be held in April 1996, will
feature presentations by prominent scientists, law
professors and practitioners.
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Assisting With Environmental Law Reform in Mongolia
Professor Percival having dinner in ceremonial ger with Dr. Zambyn
Batjargal {right), head of the Mongolian Ministry of Nature & the
Environment, and UM economics professor John McCormick {center).
Environmental concerns are as-
sumingincreasingimportanceeven
in the most remote areas of the
world, as Professor Robert Per
cival discovered whenlecturing in
MongolialastFebruary. Professor
PercivalspentaweekinUlanBator,
Mongolia lecturing on environ
mental law to a group of Mongo
lian government officials, educa
tors, journalists and environmen
talists. The lectures, which were
held at the Mongolian Ministry of
Nature and theEnvironment, were
part of a two-week workshop on
environmentalpolicy sponsoredby
theMongoliangovernmentand the
projectonInstitutionalReform and
the Informal Sector.
While Mongolia has some of
the most spectacular natural re -
sources in the world, it also has
severe environmental problems as
a legacy ofits formerly totalitarian
government. Air and water pollu-
tionproblems are particularly acute
in the country's largest cities and
severe overgrazing plagues the
country's vast, pastoral commons.
With the transition to democracy,
environmental issues havebecome
importantpublic concerns, despite
the poor state of the Mongolian
economy. As the country makes
the transition to amarketeconomy,
the Mongolian government is in
terested in developing new envi
ronmental laws to ensure thatnew
mining and other industrial ven
tures do not exacerbate existing
pollution problems.
While in Ulan Bator, Professor
Percival delivered 22 hours oflec
tures over a five-day period. His
lectures sought to assist Mongo
lian policymakers with law reform
by sharing lessons that can be
learned from several decades of
experiencewithenvironmentallaw
in the United States. Percival also
metwiththe leaders ofMongolia's
Parliament, the Heral, to review
andcommentondrafts ofproposed
new environmental legislation.
One of the highlights of
Percival's visit to Mongolia was a
dinner inhonorofthe IRIS project,
hosted by Dr. Zambyn Batjargal,
Mongolia's ministerofNature and
the Environment. The dinner was
served at a government nature re
serve in a ceremonial ger, a unique
tent-like structure, used extensively
in Mongolia because it can be eas
ily disassembled and moved by
roving herdsmen.
What's Ulan Bator like in Feb
ruary? Normally the average
temperaturethere is -6°F,butaheat
wavehadpushedtemperatures into
thelowteensduringPercivaTs visit
While the country's energy minis
terthinks global wanningmayhelp
the country, Percival found that
grave concern over its potential
impact among environmental and
agricultural officials.
Percival returned to the United
States impressed by the serious
ness of the Mongolian
government's commitment to
adopt strong environmental pro
tection measures. He stressed to
Mongolian leaders the importance
of communicating this commit
mentto foreigninvestors atanearly
stage in order to help ensure that
companies investing in the coun
try would be responsible corporate
citizens.
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Environmental Justice and International Law:
Wh
by Richard Click*
It is time to inject
international human
rights law into the do
mestic debate now
taking place in the
United States on the
subject of -'environ
mentaljustice." Atthe
same time, interna
tional discourse must
also commence on the
applicability of inter
national human rights
law to environmental
justice issues.
"Environmental
justice," perhaps bet
ter termed "environmental dis
crimination," involves the dispar
ate exposure of members ofracial
and ethnic minority groups to en
vironmental risk in the form of
such things as air pollution and
toxic waste. Because international
human rights law serves to regu
late the relationship between the
United States and its own citizens,
it is an invaluable tool with which
to measure the progress of efforts
to remedy this disparity. Interna
tional human rights law scrutinizes
the status quo in the United States
through the lens of international
rules that are not solely a product
of the domestic social order that
has propagated or tolerated envi
ronmental discrimination in the
first instance. Moreover, the inter
national discourse that must occur
on the interpretation of interna
tional law norms and their applica
bility to environmental discrimi
nation will involve institutions that
are relatively independent:.of the
domestic power structure.
The International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, to which
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the United Statesbecame aparty in
1992, is of particular interest as a
source of applicable norms. It is a
treaty that prohibits racial and eth
nic discrimination and should ap
ply to discrimination with respect
to environmental risk. It protects
"civil and political" rights ranging
from the "rightto life"(art.6)tothe
right to be free from torture and
cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment (art.7) to the right of
ethnic and linguistic minorities to
the enjoyment of their own cul
ture, practice oftheir own religion
and use of their own language
(ait27). While the Covenant does
not expressly address environ
mental matters, it has been inter
preted to impliedly address envi
ronmental matters that constitute
preconditionstooraspectsof rights
that can be derived from expressly
protected Covenant rights. The
Covenant expressly prohibits dis
crimination along the lines of
race or ethnicity with respect to
rights otherwise protected by the
Covenant and with respect to state
action. It also requires the state to
act affirmatively against private
action in orderto en
sure that individuals
enjoy Covenant
based rights.
Many of the
manifestations of
environmental dis
crimination, such as
racially and ethni
cally disparate ex
posure to hazardous
waste facilities and
incinerators, are
complex in terms of
the possible mecha
nisms of causation
and remedy. The
Covenant obligates
the United States to act with due
diligence to determine the mech^
nisms of causation and to put in
place effective remedies. The
Covenant does not prescribe par
ticular remedies and states are left
tp devise remedies that are appro
priate to their national contexts.
However, while the due diligence
standard mustbe defined with re
spect to subsets of facts and cir
cumstances* a remedy that meets
thestandards oftheCovenantmust
ultimately be devised and imple
mented.
International discourse must
commence with respect to all of
the legal elements implicated in
the application of the Covenant to
environmental justice issues, in
cluding the scope of protection,
the obligation of due diligence,
and the sufficiency of particular
remedies. By "international dis
course," I mean the generalized
process by which a specific treaty
provision is deemed applicable to
a specific situation. Such discourse
involves attempts by international
cpnt. on page 9
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actors* broadly defined ~i.e., state
international organizations and
non-governmental organizations
-to claim that aprovisionappUes
to a particular situation and the
reaction of other international
actors in response. From such an
interchange, a consensus may or
maynotemerge. Theformalrules
oftreaty interpretation are central
to such a "debate" in that they are
cited to support the various posi
tions asserted.
The Covenant itself creates a
"Human Rights Committee"
composed of 18 members who sit
in their individual capacities. The
Committee performs several
functions which allow it to both
interpret the Covenant and to
comment on the compliance of
Covenant parties. Because its
work creates a body ofjurispru
dence considered to be an au
thoritative (though not definitive)
interpretation oftheCoVenant, flie
Human Rights Committee ulti
mately will function as the most
important actorin the international
discourse on environmental dis
crimination. However, it is un
likely to do so in the short term
bec^useofa shortage ofresources
and the resulting tendency to con^
centrate its woric on matters in
volving the more traditional defi
nitions of Covenant violations
such as extra-judicial killing, dis
appearance, torture, and controls
on free expression.
Consideration of environmen
tal discrimination by the Human;
Rights Committee is not anessen
tial element of the international
discourse, but it should be estab
lished as a strategic goal. As the
firstphaseofdiscoursetakes place,
involving NGO's and to an in
creasingextentgovernments, it will
crystallize the norms involved and
raise the level ofunderstanding of
the issue and the attention paid to
it This process will ultimately se
cure a place for the issue on the
Committee's agenda. Although in
the first analysis the Covenant de
fines violations in terms of objec
tive fact and does not require a
demonstration of discriminatory
intent, advocates should focus, as a
matter of tactics, on attempts to
apply the Covenant to cases of
environmental discrimination
where evidence of discriminatory
intent is present. Such cases will
be mote readily, acknowledged by
the international community as
falling within the definition of
Covenant norms. For example,
would anyone be surprised if the
international community con
demns as illegal environmental
discrimination the placement of
toxic waste dumps next to black
townships by the former apartheid
regimes of South Africa? That is
perhaps the "easiest"case, butthere
are likely situations on every con
tinent in whichone racial or ethnic
group now or formerly in control
of government machinery has in
tentionally shifted the burden of
exposure of environmental risk
onto otherracial and ethnic groups.
Afterthe debate has beenjoinedby
focusing on cases involving dis
criminatory intent, whether or not
in the United States, the more dif
ficult cases involving discrimina
tory effect alone canbe effectively
tackled by advocates. Perhaps in
five years time, when the Human
Rights Committeewillnextreview
the steps taken bythe United States
to fulfil its Covenant obligations,
the state of the debate will be suf
ficiently ripe for Committee con
sideration of U.S. performance of
its Covenant obligations with re
spect to environmental discrimi
nation. There is a lot ofwork to be
done.
*Richard Click received hisBA.from
Macdlester College and JJD. and
LL.M.t from New York University
School ofLaw. He has beena Senior
Fellow at theN.Y.U. School ofLaw's
CenterforInternational Studies. Mr
Click was a speaker at an April
meeting of the Maryland Environ
mental Law Society; from which this
article was derived.
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MELS "Cleans Up" at
Emissions Auction;
SO2 Fund Big Success
by Richard J. Facciolo*
MarylandEnvironmentalLaw Society (MELs) did
it again. At the annual Environmental Protection
Agency's auction of emission allowances MELS
successfully bid on four tons of sulphur dioxide -- a
four fold increase over the number of allowances
MELS purchased at last year's auction.
The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) held the
auction on Mar. 27 and offered over 197,000 allow
ances that "permit" the owner to emit one ton of SO2
into the atmosphere. Bidders, who had to submit bids
by Mar. 21, vied for three types of allowances: spot
allowances forimmediate use, 6-year advance foruse
after 2000, and 7-year
advance for use after
2001. MELS submit
ted two bids at $160
and two bids at $150 in
order to purchase one
spot, one 7-year ad
vance, and two 6-year
advance allowances.
These allowances will
not be used nor sold.
MELS simply intends
to remove them from
the market.
The total number of
allowances sold was
176,400 at an average
price ofapproximately
$130. Although utility
companies topped the
list for purchasing the
most allowances, student organizations across the
country represented 29 percent of the successful
bidders. A total of seven schools including the Uni
versity ofMaryland captured a combined total of 17
allowances. That's 17 tons ofSO2 that will not go into
the air.
The University of Michigan Environmental Law
Society purchased the most allowances of any Envi
ronmental Law Society (ELS) but bid high at $200
per allowance. In contrast, MELS paid an average of
$155 per allowance, much nearer the weighted aver
age as published by the CBOT.
The participation of seven ELSs in this year's
auction attracted national attentioa In its Mar. 31
edition, the New York Timesreported on the partici
pationby the various law schools. Shortly afterwards,
I had a telephone interview with a reporterfrom CNN.
The school also was contacted by several other re
porters from around the country. Hopefully, the
media attention given this auction will continue into
the next year and encourage otherELSs to participate.
As for MELS, it intends on continuing its SO2
fundraising efforts. Indeed, MELS' efforts have not
only mobilized law students but have encouraged
others as well. Professor Percival has received nu
merous inquiries from people seeking information on
how to purchase allowances, including a prison in-
mate in New York State and a Los Angeles woman
wishing to establish a memorial for a friend who died
of respiratory disease.
A list of student organizations purchasing allow
ances, the number purchased, the average purchase
price, and the amount paid is shown on chart above.
^RichardFacciolo is thepastpresident ofMELS and
and 3rdyear law student.
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Some Concerns about Radionuclides Contamination
at DOE Facilities
by Wib Chesser*
One of the least discussed, least analyzed, and
possibly least understood areas ofenvironmental law
is the area ofradioactive waste and pollution. Perhaps
thekey reasons why this areareceives so little attention
arethelackoffederal environmentallaws specifically
applying to these materials arid the fact that the vast
majority ofthese materials are found at federal facili
ties. Despite the lack of attention th# these issues
seem to have received, some of Congress' recent
activities regardingthese facilities ahdmaterialsmight
signal significant changes in federal environmental
'law, . - ■-.;. ■. . .. ■■■'■ i : '. • - :
Background
A longstanding problem with control of radioac
tive waste and pollution is that current law is a
hodgepodge of gap-filled and overlapping statutes,
with many radionuclides (radioactive substances)
falling under statutes oriented toward the nuclear
power and weapons process, not environmental con
cerns. Of these process statutes, the Atomic Energy
Act (AEA) is the most dominant. A further gap exists
because several important environmental statutes,
including the Clean Water Act and the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), exempt
materials governed by the AEA and its associated
statutes; Because pollution concerns involving these
materials have received scant legislative recognition,
accordingto EPA,' '[njooneknows exactly howmany
sites in tfieU.Sv are contaminated with radionuclides,
but the number may run in the thousands."
A large number ofthese sites are federally owned.
The federal government produces muchofAmerica's
uranium fuel. The U.S. Department!ofEnergy (DOE)
and its predecessors operated or operate facilities that
enrich uranium and fabricate enriched uranium into
fuel, and DOE is by far the nations largest generator
of radioactive waste arid pollution. DOE is also
conducting the nation's most expensive cleanup of
radioactive waste and pollution at its sites across the
country. (See mapofmany ofDOE1 s fuel production
facilities.)
Emerging trends andRecent Responses
The trend in Congress, federal agencies, arid the
courts has pointed increasingly toward applying ea-
vironmerital laws to radioactive pollution and waste.
This trend is exemplified by the Federal Facility
Compliarice Act's (feFCA/s) full and express waiver
of sovereign immunity and application of RCRA to
mixed wastes for E>OE. Last year, as part of a more
general evaluation of concerns about DOE regula-
tiori, Secrfetary ofEnergy liazelO'Leary, in response
to congressional hearings on regulation of nuclear
facilities, agreed to form aFederal AdvisoryCommit
tee to evaluate whether and how to impose external
regulation ofDOE'S nuclear safety, including radio
active waste and pollution, both under RCRA and
non-RCRA environmental law.
Continuing the trend, this year Congress raised
several issues that affect laws governing radioactive
pollution and waste. Reautliorization activities forthe
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen
sation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfiind)
have included hearings onfederal facilities. Congres
sional debate has centered upon the scope of waiver
of sovereign immunity, applicability of different
provisions to federal facilities, and whether explicit
applicability of Superfiind to ratdionuclides will be
included. In addition to Superfimd, a recent Clean
Water Act bill included an FFCA-like waiver of
sovereign immunity and amended definitions ofpol
lutants that include source, special, and byproduct
materials, as these materials are defined under the
However, other recent legislaition, as well as fed
eral budget concerns regarding cleanup ofthe nuclear
weapons complex, could potentially delay cleanup
and compliance at DOE facilities. Despite the trends
toward increased regulation of DOE and radionu
clides, issues such as criminal liability for federal
officials - liability created by waivers of sovereign
immunity like that in theFFCA - have brought to the
fore the questionofwhetherCongress, and the nation,
have the wiU and the means to ensure these cleanups.
As a result, some ofthe debate has refocused on the
impacts of laws like the FFCA and the potential
results ofcontinued increases in applicability ofenvi
ronmental laws to radionuclides and DOE facilities.
Tension for DOE officials has further developed
between civil and criminal liability under the FFCA
cant. onj>agel2
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and the limitations to compliance activity that could
result from administration and congressional propos
als to cut spending in these areas. For instance, DOE
currently projects spending needs of approximately
six billion dollars in fiscal year 1996 in order to meet
its clean-up goals and obligations. But a House
Committee recently passed a budget which, if en
acted, would cut about seven hundred fifty million
dollars from DOE's cleanup budget, Such a cut
without changes in laws would likely increase DOE
civil and criminal liability and decrease safety at DOE
facilities.
The debate may intensify as October 1995 ap
proaches, the date when liability for DOE under the
FFCA will take full effect. As these issues continue to
capture legislative attention, Congress could refuse to
waive federal sovereign immunity further or to con
tinue expanding environmental statutes to cover ra-
dionuclides.
A Brief Reflection on the Implications of the New
Approaches
Radionuclide and DOE issues could mirror the
larger debate about the wisdom of current federal
environmental laws, The argument for regulating
DOE and radionuclides has often focused on a fair
ness and equality issue, the fact that the same waste
and pollution laws that apply to industry and non-
radioactive wastes should apply to DOE's facilities.
New criticisms of existing environmental laws seem
to reflect a general perception that cleanup and com
pliance in generalunderEPAand stateenvironmental
authorities are overly burdensome and inefficient
FoUowingtWslogic, criticsofthepresentDOEcleanup
and compliance effort have begun to argue that, to
address DOE's difficulties with cleanup and compli-
conionpage 13
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ance, the entire federal environmental scheme must
be revamped, in ordertomandate risk assessmentand
cost benefit-analysis driven; for all environmental
activities.
Whilethere islittle debatethatgood environmental
decisions must be made (especially with declining
government budgets), risk assessment and cost-ben
efit analysis, at least as reflected in the comprehen
sive bills Congress is considering, seem inadequate
drivers for cleanup and compliance; cost and risk, as
applied on a regulation-specific or pollutant-specific
basis under traditional methods, are not the only
fa#oi?that^ Other
important elements for determining and prioritizing
environmental activities besides risk include preven
tive compliance concerns, economic development
concerns, cultural concerns, and theviews ofaffected
citizens, especially those nearest facilities. Further
more, it will be a monumental task to quantify costs
and risks, especially in an old and complicated com-
plexlikeDOE.
Further, careful consideration is needed before the
entireexistingenvironmental system is altered. While
the interactioh of existing statutes may seem ineffi
cient, federal environmental laws as a whole are
intended to serve a range ofenvironmental concerns.
For example, one of the purposes of RCRA was to
preventthe appearance offuture hugeSuperfund-like
sites with unidentifiable responsible parties. Thus, at
the time ofpassage, RCRAwas to proactively "dose
the loop" on contamination, a purpose identified on
the basis of efforts to address past contamination in
the United States at places such as Love Canal. It is
unclearwhethersimply applying risk assessment and
cost-benefit analysis alone could fully account for
such less quantitative benefits as potentially prevent
ing iutare contamira
TheDOEnuclearweapons complex is only begin
ning to come rightfully within the purview of the
existing environmental scheme. DOE should be
subject to the same environmental statutes as eveiy-
one else - statutes that were Specifically designed to
address problems like prevention of future Love
Canals and which seem appropriate for contamina
tion at sites like DOE's Hanfbrd facility. Preventing
future increased contamination of DOE's facilities
should be assured to the extent possible; the? current
system of laws was created at least partially with
preventioninmind. Risk assessmentand cost-benefit
analysis should fully replace this system only when
these factors canbe shown as effective as the existing
scheme.
Wib Chesser (J.D.Maryland 1993) currently serves
as an Environment Counsel at the NationalAssocia
tion ofAttorneys General, where he works on envi
ronmental compliance and enforcement issues for
US. Department of Energy facilities. This article
expresses the views ofthe author and does not nec
essarily reflect the views andpolicies ofthe National
Association of Attorneys General or any of the
Association's members.
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Water Shortage on the
Rio Grande:
Developing a Regulatory
Response in a Dry State
by Steve Groseclose*
Water conflicts in Texas are legendary yet elemental:
the primary issue is who gets what little water there is? The
maximum average annual rainfall for any part of the state
westofAustin is less than thirty inches. By the time you get
to El Paso, which is a true desert city, the average annual
rainfall is much less than ten inches. Even residents of
central and east Texas who annually fend off flood waters
are, ironically, threatened by the possibility of seasonal
drought. But Texans have profound pride in the heroic
notion that they can thrive in a climate that is mostly hostile
to largescalehuman settlement. Consequently,growth and
prosperity continue despite the hostility and other natural
constraints. However, as a three year drought in eastern
Mexico and west Texas enters its fourth summer, these
natural constraints demand recognition.
Texas waterlaw is apeculiar statutory entity tinged with
vestiges ofSpanish and Mexican civil law and the riparian
approach of the common law. Allocation of surface water
resources is centered on the principal of "prior appropria
tion" — essentially a "first in time, first in right" priority
system for claiming available water. It was adopted to
promote the "beneficial use" of the state's surface water
resources, primarily through irrigation of the more arid
parts of the state. It is this system that provided the
opportunity for the spread of desert towns such as El Paso
and Laredo away from the immediate banks of the Rio
Grande and created a multibillion dollar agricultural em-
pire in the semi-arid Rio Grande Valley.
The appropriation system has evolved into an adminis
trative permitting system under the jurisdiction of Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC),
where not only beneficial use but also environmental
impacts andconservation practices areconsidered. A team
consisting ofa permit writer, a hydrologist, a conservation
expert, and an environmental scientistanalyzes each appli
cation. If an application is contested, as it invariably is, a
water rights attorney, such as myself, is assigned and a
public hearing is held.
Allocation of the Rio Grande's resources is a peculiar
application of Texas water law and the current focus of
TNRCC's water rights staff. The Rio Grande is unique
because it forms the international boundary with Mexico.
A 1944 treaty between the U.S. and Mexico assigns per
centages ofthe flow from theRio Grandeand its tributaries
to Texas and Mexico. Under the treaty, two major reser
voirs, the Amistad and the Falcon, were constructed. An
international commission determines theannual volumeof
water that can be taken by each country, andTNRCC'sRio
Grande Watermaster allocates the Texas share to water
rights holders. The typical statutory water rights scheme
has been tailored by court order to fit the unique supply
conditions of the Rio Grande. Essentially, the river has
become a managed water supply ditch; all flows released
to Texas from the reservoirs are pre-allocated to specific
end users.
The prolonged drought in the Rio Grande basin (as
shown in the chart above) has resulted in dangerously low
reservoir levels before the start of the Summer dry season.
Over the past three years precipitation in the Mexican side
of the basin has been two-thirds of the region's average.
The Amistad and Falcon reservoirs are at their lowest
levels since they were built in the early 1950s. As of the
beginning ofJune, Mexico had used up all but 3.5% of its
annual allotment. The U.S. was down to 48%, but thepeak
irrigation season had just begun.
The crisis in Mexico is far worse than that in Texas. All
reservoirs east of the Sierra Madre Occidental are nearly
empty; as a result, cattle are dying and the agricultural
season is already a complete loss. Mexican President
Zedillo declared a state of emergency in April of this year
for the states ofChihuahua,Durango, Coahuila, andNuevo
Leon, but no specific relief has been announced. North of
theborder,stateregulation andmarginally betterconserva
tion practices have, for the moment, prevented a crisis.
However, fifteen Texas municipal water suppliers have
already exhausted their allocations and are scrambling to
purchase water on contract There is no grass or water
available for grazing, and in order to water their cattle,
ranchers from El Paso to south of Laredo have been
burning the thorns off cacti to unlock nature's final cache
ofmoistureandnourishment Unlessabundantrainsemerge,
the Texas Watermaster will be forced at theend ofJune to
cont. on page 15
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prorate the claims of the largest Texas irrigation users.
Eighty-five percent ofTexas water rights in the region are
owned by agricultural interests. IfTexas agricultural users
are cut back under a rationing system, the impact to the
state economy could be $500 to $1500 million,depending
upon the number of irrigation cycles affected.
Underthetermsofthe 1944 treaty,
the signatory countries are encour-
aged to loan each otherwaterin times
ofsevere drought in one country and
"abundantsupply''in the other. While
Mexico's impending crisis is much
more severe than that in Texas, the
supply allotted to Texas cannot be
characterized as abundant. The
United States denied a loan request
made by Mexico, and Texas Gover
nor George Bush, Jr. has told Mexi
can PresidentZedillo that he can not
divest Texans of their water rights.
However, he has reassured Mexico
that every effort will bemade to help
Mexico meet immediate household
needs if public health becomes en
dangered. To follow through on this
humanitarian pledge, the governor
will havetoask the multibillion dollar
Rio Grande Valley agriculture in
dustry to sacrifice. The political ma
neuvering will be tremendous.
Conservation practices along the Rio Grande are virtu-
ally nonexistent Only one percentoffarm irrigation canals
and ditches are lined to prevent losses compared with
eighty-fpurpercentstotewide.Onlyoneperc^ntofthefarm
acreage is irrigated with water-conserving sprinkler sys
tems, compared to forty-three percent statewide. Conser
vation simply was not a concern when water rights on the
Rio Grande were allocated. Reservoir capacities in the
region were enormous compared with the demand, arid no
one had the foresight or political fortitude to conserve the
wealth. By the time the Legislature provided statutory
authority in 1985 to require conservation in all new water-
rights permits, the Rio Grande had been-fully appropriated
for over a decade. The permitted uses have taken on the
holy aura of vested property rights. Unless an existing
water right is sold or amended, the TNRCC has no author
ity to modify the terms to require best conservation prac
tices.
Administrative fixes are limited. TNRCC is developing
incentives forconservation andthereuse of,treated effluent
(recycled sewage water). The conserved water that can be
developed cap provide incentives for investment in effi
cient irrigation systems and water delivery infrastructure
improvements. While the potential sayings are great, these
are long term solutions that cannot adequately respond to
the immediate crisis.
Ironically, the short term path leads deeper into poor
conservation practices. TNRCC is scrambling to stream
line thepermittingprocess through emergencyrulemaking.
The goal is to provide maximum
authority for Commission staff
to quickly approve contractual
re-allocation of the remaining
supply to those who most dearly
need it. The amendment process
currently required for most sales
of water rights is time consum
ing; a water conservation study
takes at least thirty days, and
public notice and hearing re
quirements can delay a simple,
uncontested amendment for at
least another month.
"Conservationpractices
along the Rio Grande
are virtuallynonexistent.
Only onepercentoffarm
irrigation canals and
ditches are lined to pre
vent losses compared
with eighty^fourpercent
statewide." So in the third year of a desertdrought I participate in the
scramble to create an emergency
response. Hopefully, the energy
needed for this type of crisis
management can be channeled
into regulatory development of
wiser long-term solutions, On a
moreop,timistic note,perhaps this
painful experience will help re-establish respect in the
people on both sides of the Rib Grande for the natural
constraints to development.
It should be noted that the regulatory system discussed
above does not apply to ground water. Ground water has
remained a sacred cow of Texas property rights, beyond
tile state's control even though it is an essential component
of municipal supplies: the Edwards Aquifer is the sole
source for the city of San Antonio, which is larger than
Baltimore. The English common law rule of capture pre
vails for ground water, although the Texas Legislature has
crafted numerous political sub-units to regulate individual
aquifers under politically tailored rules. It is a complicated
story of Texas politics, and since the Legislature hasn't
entrusted the TNRCC with jurisdiction, I have only dis
cussed surface water - a much safer subject.
*Steve Groseclose isanexpatriatedMarylanderanda UM
Law School graduate working as a Staff Attorney for
TNRCC in Austin, Texas. Hepractices administrative law
in the areas ofwater rights and water utilities regulation.
The views expressed above are his own and do not reflect
those ofTNRCC, or many Texansfor that matter.
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Clinic Has Green Letter Year
Pictured above isRena Steinzor, Director ofthe
Environmental Law Clinic
The Environmental law Clinic closed out the year
with a flourish. In addition to successfully settling its
lawsuit against EPA over military munitions (see
related page 1 story), the Clinic won a lawsuituphold
ing Maryland's mining law, which was appealed by
industry to the Supreme Court. Cert was denied in
May. - \
The Clinic also made substantial progress on its
work for the Maryland legislature on environmental
standing, winning miich appreciated praise from
Chairman Blount and Senator Frosh of the Seriate
Economic Affairs Committee, and from the
Committee's legislative counsel, Carol Swan, a 1982
UM Law graduate.
The Clinic completed research forHoward County
on enforcement concerns in preventing polluted
stormwater runoff. And, in perhaps the
greatest challenge to our legal ingenuity,
we continued our uphill struggle to
strengthen the regulations which will
implement Maryland's new Lead Poison
ingPreventionProgramAct. As this article
goes to press, the Maryland Department of
the Environment (MDE) forwarded pro
posed regulations to the Maryland
Legislature's Administrative, Executive,
and Legislative Review Committee, asking
that they be approved on an emergency
basis. Unfortunately, the regulations do not
contain a workable mechanism for enforc
ing the cleanup provisions of the new law,
and could result in cleanups which make
the problem worse, exposing children to
higher levels of lead dust than if the paint
had been left undisturbed. The Clinic is
currently exploring the possibility of
mounting a challenge to the proposed regu
lations in a variety Of contexts, including
the legislature, on behalf of its clients who
are parents arid children vulnerable to the
threat of lead poisoning.
The Clinic operates as a small public interest law
firm providing representation to its clients on a year-
round basis. The CUiiic includes between 8-12 stu
dents, and their supervising attorney and professor,
Rena Steinzor. In thefall of 1995, Susan Schneider
will direct the Clinic, while Professor Steinzor is on
a research leave.
Because of all of the above projects except the
mininglaw challenge are ongoing, the Clinic's ability
to do additional intake is limited, although the Clinic
is considering doing additional work on Superfund
reform for the Maryland Senate Committee.
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At the Helm of MELS
Forthe past year I have been the
President of the Maryland Envi
ronmental Law Society (MELS).
The experience has teen both ex
hilarating and frustrating, but I
would not hesitate to do it again
given the time and opportunity. I
have learned much while leading
MELS and believe that the Expe
rience will be in some small way
invaluable. Perhaps most disap
pointing to me, however, was my
failure to follow through on many
of the ideas and plans that I had
hoped MELS would accomplish.
Yet, when I look back* the disap
pointment is at least partially
tempered by what MELS has ac
complished during my reign.
As noted in the Winfer 1995
issue of Environmental Law at
Maryland, Fall events included a
dinner panel discussion on envi
ronmentaljustice heldjointly with
the Black Law Students Associa
tion, numerous brown-bag speak
ers, and publication of The Leaf,
MELS continued to be active
duringthe Spring semesteras well.
The brown-bag program hosted
speakers from the Department of
Justice, the Environmental Pro
tection Agency, and academia. Is
sues discussed varied from do
mestic enforcement to acid rain to
international environmental en
forcement and treaties. Cliona
Kimber from University of Aber
deen who spoke at the Ward,
Kershaw and Minton Environ
mental Symposium (see related
article this issue) took time to per
sonally address MELS. Richard
Glickwhohascontributed an article
to this newsletter gave a very in
formative talkoninternational law
by Richard Facciolo*
and environmental justice during
MELS' earth week celebration in
late April.
MELS continued to publish The
Leafas partofthe student newspa
per The Raven. Some ofthe events
reported included the Environ
mental Law Clinic's suit against
the EPA, which was subsequently
settled; brown-bag lunch speaker
and UM Law graduate SheTc Jain;
andtheEnvironmentalMootCourt
team. Contributors included first,
second, and third year students as
well as graduates.
In March, a small but dedicated
group of us participated in the
Worie-A-Pay program promoted
by the ABA. We spent an entire
Saturday scraping, sanding and
painting one 6f the offices of a
local homeless shelter. By the end
ofthe day we had transformed the
office into ausable attractive work
area* As far as I could tell this was
the first time MELS had been in
volved in this type of community
outreach.
One of MELS biggest accom
plishments has been its success in
purchasing and retiring sulphur
dioxide emission rights. This year
MELS was able to purchase four
tons of sulphur dioxide at the an
nual EPA auction of allowances.
During the fall semester, I en
couraged otherlaw schools to start
their own program and many paiv
ticipated intheMarchauctioa (See
related article this issue.)
Beginning in the fall semester
MELS will be fortunate to have
Ali Alavi, Senior Environmental
Analyst & Assistant General
Counsel for Clean Sites, as the
ABA SONREEL Attorney Am
bassador to the law school. The
goal ofAmbassador program is to
create a relationship with mem-r
bers ofSONREELandlaw students
interested in environmental law.
Mr. Alavi has already committed
himself in a number of ways: he
will introduce members of
SONREEL to members ofMELS;
provide at least one speaker, and
be available to give guidance to
students whp have questions on
the practice ofenvironmehtallaw.
The program should prove to be a
valuable connection between our
academic life and the practicing
world.
Finally, none ofthe above could
have been accomplished without
theunwaveringdedicationofLaura
Mrozefc, Administrator of the En-
vironmentalLawProgram. Latira*s
enthusiasm, kindness, and open
door policy often gave me the en
ergy to persevere ashead ofMELS*
and I thank her personally and on
behalf of all members of MELS.
Laura's invaluable contribution to
the entire Environmental Program
was recognized in February when
theUniversityofficiallynamedher
as employee ofthe month, At the
ceremony, Prof; Steinzor said it
best, "We'd be lost without her.
She's theheMofthe Environmen
tal Law Program and makes all of
us feel like we are working on
somethingwonderful,valuableand
interesting. She takes great care of
the students, and terrific care of
[Prof. Percival] and me.''
*Richard Facciolo is the past
president cf MELS and and 3rd
year student.
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YOU CAN'T LEARN IT ALL
IN THE CLASSROOM:
An Exteraship ^ith the EPA
by Micbael K. Levy*
To complete my legal studies and involvement
with the Environmental LawProgram, I worked full-
time during Spring semester 1995 in the RCRA En
forcement Division <bf the Office ofRegulatory En
forcement at theEnvironmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Unlike the more traditional legal environment
in the Office of GeneM Courisel, my division was
home to a mix ofattorneys, engineers, and environ
mental protection specials to develop
and im|dementenfbiwmentpolicy inthe areaofsolid
and hazardous waste management. Like all student
externs at the EPA,; my experience provided real-
world lessons in lawyering skills, involvement in the
functioning ofamajorfederal regulatory agency, and
exposure to practical environmental law and policy.
Formostofmy fpurmpnth stay, I researched and
wrote briefs for casqs beforethe Environmental Ap
peals Boarxk Each case involved important environ
mental issu<es, but preparing the arguments required
techniques that all lawyers must master, Sfuch as
studying legislative histories or reconciling plain
language in a statute with regulations. One case that
is being followed closelyby the regulated community
concerns the right ofEPA to "overfile" in those states
possessing authorized hazardous waste management
programs underRCRA, A typical dverfiling scenario
involves a state environmental enforcement authority
handing down a "slap on the wrist" penalty to a
polluter, only to have the EPA later award its own
penalty for tiie same violations. Another project in
volved preparing an argument for a point of law
dealing with a proposed program - instituting a field
citation program for Underground Storage Tanks
(UST) - that has been tossed around for over seven
■years.. •. " ■: ://,/.'"■■■■■:.7-;: ->■<;,;.-. ■','..y .;■■ .■■:■■' .
I was fortunate, in a sense, to have worked at the
EPA during a time ofgreat concern over the Contract
with America arid the Clinton administration^ re
sponse to the■.majority'scall'for a roll-back of federal
regulation. This turn of events has forced the EPA to
re-evaluate its priorities and to justify all that it has
done. The pressure to regulate in more cost-effective
waysisforcingdevelopmentofdifferent approaches.
It was no surprise that I was involved in legal and
policy research and strategy planning for novel
methods of regulating entire industries with "en
forceable agreements." This approach would keep
industries out of the onerous burden of RCRA
Subtitle C in exchange for mutually agreed upon
regulations and enforcement provisions.
The extemshipexposedmeto thedaily operation
of the EPA.-" Us hfemrdiy, its sources of informa
tion, andtheproblems associated withanoverwoiked
and under staffed agency. I learned why regulations
take so long to promulgate, and I attended and
observed meetings, presentations, and telephone
conference calls. I saw the difficulty in bringing
EPA people from different program offices to one
table for problem solving; I was also involved with
coordinating and working with the regional offices
aroundthecountry.Butperiiapsthemosteducational
part of my experience was exposure to the various
statutes and regulations governing the protection of
the enyirbnment in the very setting where these
statutes and regulations are interpreted, written, and
enforced.
The EPA offers many opportunities for law stu
dents: they can work for an Administrative Law
Judge, the Office of General^ Counsel, various en-
forcemeht sections, or any of^ the large number of
program offices. Because the EPA is stocked with
young, dedicated people* a student extern benefits
from the enthusiasm and variety ofwork aroundher
and leaves the EPA knowing that a career in envi
ronmental law is a good choice.
^MichaelLe)^isdl995^aduate ofthe University
ofMarylandiMwSchook
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Annual Environmental Wine Tasting
by Maureen O'Doherty*
Alumni from the Environmental Law Program (left to
right) Jill Frost, Scott Waxier, Ruthie Allison Wqxter,
Karin Krchnak, Nancy Sells & Leslie Allen, enjoy tasting
the different wines.
OnMay2,1995, ProfessorRobert Percival hosted
the Third Annual Environmental Program Wine
Tastingat the University ofMarylandSchoolofLaw.
This much anticipated event drew students, faculty,
and alumni to an evening of conviviality and educa
tion. Inspiration forthe wine tasting evolved from an
informal tradition that royalties made by a UM pro
fessor from sales ofhis textbook to UM law students
should be used to fund a party for the students.
Because Professor Percival's students use his best
selling environmental law textbook, he began the
tradition of hosting an end-of-semester wine tasting.
Whatstarted outin 1992 as an affairforenvironmental
law students after their final class has evolved into a
much larger event for alumni, faculty, and the envi
ronmental law students.
While tasting some ofthe 40 different wines, Bob
educated novices and experts alike in the art of wine
appreciation. Eachbottle provided a story and amini-
lesson in what to look for in a good bottle of wine.
Anothervaluable benefit ofthe occasion is thatmany
environmental alumni return, renew old friendships
and share valuable information with one an
other. Graduates include not only local at
torneys but those who work in the hinterlands
of Connecticut, Virginia, and Washington
D.C. .■■;.■ ■• . .; . : . .;; ■ ,;
Bob has incorporated his love ofwine in both
his environmental law class and textbook. In
class each student's name is written on a wine
cork and placed in alarge glass jar. He then
draws the corks to determine which students
to call. When discussing approaches to
regulatory options in his environmental law
text, one can find the following: "[I]ii 1954,
public concern over unidentified flying ob
jects inspired the French village of
Ghateauneuf-du-Pape, well-known for its fa
mous wine of the same name, to pass an
ordinance prohibiting flying saucers from
landing within the village limits.... [TJhis
ordinance apparently has achieved its goal - no
flying saucers have landed in the village...." In a
note Bob explains that fl[t]his incident has beenmade
famous by a California winery, Bonny Doon Vine
yards, which has named one of its wines I-e; Cigare
Volant1 (The Flying Cigar) because it is based on the
traditional grape blend that comprises Chateauneuf-
du-Pape." Qfcourse,LeGigareVolantwasonedfthe
wine selections for the evening.
The connection between wine and environmental
law is best represented in the slogan on Bob's wine
tasUnggl^ses:"WINE-NAT^
PRESERVNG THE EARTH/Vas shown below.
is1
wmo
LAW
for P*
NMENX
PARTY \ ? 1
^Maureen 0 Doherty is a 1993 graduate and is now
practicing environmental law in Connecticut.
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ProfessorRobertPercival ProfessorRena Steinzor
Publications:
"Environmental Federalism," 54 Mdi L. Rev.
800(1995)
EnvironmentalRegulation: Law, Science &
Policy -1995 Supplement (Little, Brown & Co.
1995)
"Looking for Common Ground," 12 Environ
mental Forum 44 (Jidy^ug.1995)
Presentations:
Speaker on "Our Planetary Backyard: the
Globalization of Environmental Law and Policy,11
Environmental Protection Agency Summer;
Institute for Teachers, Baltimore, Maryland, July
10,1995.
Lecturer on • 'Enviroiimentali^tection Policy
for the Developing World: Lessons fromU.S;
Environmental Law," DUS-Mongolia Workshop
on Environmental Policy, Ministry of Nature and
the Environment, Ulan Bator, Mongolia, February
14718,1995.
Professional Offices:
Re-elected to tiwe-year term (1995-1998) on
thfc Steering Committee of the D.C. Bar's Section
onEnvironment,Energy&Natural Resources
Law,
Publications:
"The R^authorization of Superfiiftd: The Public
Works Alternative," 25 ELR 10078 (February
1995)
Presentations:
Speaker dd "Thp Implications of Envirotimental
Liability forLoealGovernire^
MICPEL Conference entitled "It Ai|ift Easy Being
Green: State^^ and Local Enyiromnental Issues of the
Nineties," Jariuaiiy 1995.
Speaker 6n "Maryland's New Lead Paint Law,"
at the Baltimore Housing Rouiidtable Lead Paint
Workshop, March 29,1995.
Panelist for program entitled "Point-Counter- „
point: Who Wins in the Struggle Between Business
vs; Environmental Interests?/^
Environmental Law, Maryland Bar Association
Annual Meeting, June 9,1995.
Professional Offices:
Appointed as Senior Research Analyst for the
Keystone Center Dialogue on Unfunded Federal
Erivironmental Mandates.
AdjunctProfessorScott Garrison is woricing as a member ofthe minority staffofthe Senate Subcommittee
on Oversight of Goverrunent Management while on leave from EPA. Iii this position, Scott has been in the
thick bfthe debate over "regulatory reform" legislation being considered by Congress He will return to his
position as the SeniorLegal Counsel forEPA's Toxics and Pesticides Enforcement Divisioh at the end ofthe
summer.
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